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Message from Will Henry, Director of Client Services 

 

Hello, 

As we move into the holidays, this is a good time to start planning 

how you can keep your dog safe during the festivities of the 

season. 

If you host parties at your home, consider the best place to 

keep your dog as guests are arriving and leaving so he or she 

doesn’t sneak out the door to do some holiday visiting with the 

neighbors. You may want to keep your dog on a leash at your side 

or possibly put him or her in a quiet, safe place such as a 

bedroom or crate throughout the entire evening. Keeping your 

dog away from the party will help keep guests from sharing food 

with your dog (we all watch out for the creep of extra pounds 

during this time of year, and that goes for your dog too!) Also, if 

guests place their drinks on a low table or on the floor, your dog 

may be able to help itself to drinks that are unhealthy. 

If you have any specific questions about getting you and your 

Leader Dog safely through the holidays, feel free to contact our 

client services department at 888-777-5332 and we can connect 

you with the best Leader Dog team member to answer your 

question. 



Meet our Field Representatives 

In this issue we will highlight two of our four field representatives. 

The remaining two will be highlighted in the next issue of Harness 

& Leash. 

Carlos Gallusser 

With over 37 years at Leader Dog, Carlos is second in line for 

being here the longest (GDMI Randy Horn has him beat by six 

months). Carlos has been a GDMI for 35 years and a field 

representative since 1986. He does a majority of his field work in 

Spanish-speaking countries and says working with international 

clients, agencies and Lions clubs is the best part of his job. 

Growing up, Carlos lived in Mexico, Venezuela, Cuba, 

Louisiana, Minnesota and Michigan. At one time he had a real wolf 

as a pet. He served in the US Army in the 173rd and 82nd Airborne 

Brigades. He started at LDB in a part-time position while in 

college…and never left! 

Carlos says his most memorable time at LDB was attending 

the first guide dog reunion (with 58 LDB teams present) in Spain 

in 1984.  

Stephanie Sherwood 

Stephanie has been a GDMI since 1995 and has worked for 

several service dog organizations before coming to LDB: Guide 

Dogs for the Blind, the Royal New Zealand Foundation for the 

Blind, Canine Companions for Independence (obtaining her ADI 

certification to train dogs for people in wheelchairs and autistic 



children) and Irish Guide Dogs for the Blind. She has been with 

LDB for seven years as a field representative.  

Stephanie has been doing field visits since 1995. She enjoys 

it because she feels field work is critical to learning what 

transpires in the “real world,” since people and dogs conduct 

themselves differently once they return home from training. She 

loves the diversity of working in the field and the ability to travel 

across the U.S. and to different countries.  

On one trip Stephanie was unable to contact the client (who 

she had not seen in years) by phone so she went unannounced to 

the last known address to say “hi” and offer help while she was in 

the area. She knocked on the door, introduced herself and was let 

in by the client’s wife. It was only after she sat down with the 

client, his wife and their pet dog that they realized that the person 

Stephanie was looking for had moved years prior. The husband of 

the couple she was with had never had a guide dog but had been 

recently considering one since he was visually impaired. As it 

turned out, her unannounced visit to an inaccurate address 

became a potential client interview!  

Stephanie continues to advance her knowledge and earned 

her Master’s Degree in O&M from Western Michigan University this 

past August.  

 

 

 



Veterans Get Veterinary Assistance 

If you are a Veteran, the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs 

provides veterinary care and equipment through VA Prosthetics 

and Sensory Aids. Veterinary benefits provided include 

prescriptions, medical care and equipment to perform specialized 

tasks. VA is working to provide "pet insurance" to cover the 

veterinary benefits to make it easier for Veterans to access 

medical care for their dogs. Veterans who have obtained dogs 

must have approval from a VA medical care provider stating that 

the dog is an essential part of their treatment plan in order to be 

eligible for the veterinary benefits. For more information please go 

to www.va.gov/health/ServiceAndGuideDogs.asp 

 

Listing of Airport Relief Areas 

The U.S. Department of Transportation is amending section 504 of 

the Rehabilitation Act of 1973 which requires accessibility in 

airport facilities located in the U.S. with 10,000 or more annual 

enplanements that receive Federal financial assistance. The 

amendment states that airports will be required to provide at least 

one service animal relief area in each airport terminal within the 

secure area of the airport. For more information, go to 

www.transportation.gov/ada25 

Dogjaunt.com is a great website listing the location of the 

relief areas in several major airports. You can access the list at 

www.dogjaunt.com/guides/airport-pet-relief-areas/ 



Client Story 

By Bob Brown 

Today marks the one full calendar year since I returned home 

from Leader Dog with my fourth guide dog, a German shepherd 

named Lazer. 

This month also marks a milestone for me as I brought home 

my first guide dog, Cody, a yellow Lab, in August of 1995. So this 

is my 20th year working with guide dogs. The time has just flown 

by and hard to believe it's been that long. 

My second dog, and my first German shepherd was Reveille. I 

got to meet her puppy raiser, Carol, who told me the name was in 

honor of her son who had just joined the armed forces. “Reveille” 

is the bugle call in the army for wake up. 

Reveille was only with me a short time because we were hit 

by a car and she gave her life to save me. That was one of the 

hardest things I ever had to deal with and from time to time I still 

have difficulty crossing streets if cars are coming up too fast to 

the light or stop sign. 

Even though I wasn't mentally or physically ready, I went 

back to Leader Dog a short six weeks after the accident and 

received Boone, a 15-month-old yellow Lab. I had a hard time 

bonding and adjusting to him and at first, the harder he tried, the 

more I resisted him. As time went on, we bonded and he really 

did give me my life back. The instructors worked with me to 

regain the confidence to travel again. I was honestly afraid to go 



out, but I also knew that I was too young to spend the rest of my 

life at home or to never cross a street again. 

A couple of years ago I learned that Boone has retinal 

degeneration. I worked him for a little longer but when he started 

to have bigger problems I applied for my fourth dog, this time 

requesting another German shepherd. It took about nine months, 

but when I got the call there was a shepherd for me I was excited, 

but also sad knowing that my working time with Boone was 

coming to an end. He was the dog I had the strongest bond with 

because of what I had gone through with Reveille. 

On issue day, my instructor told me the dog I was getting 

was named Lazer. He is the largest dog I have had and also the 

fastest. I have even had to call Leader Dog twice to ask for a 

shorter handle because of growth spurts.  

Lazer and Boone hit it off right off the bat! Boone was happy 

to see me when I came home and then he saw his new friend and 

that was it! They played in the backyard for over an hour before 

they came in, snuggled up together on the floor and had a nap. I 

keep in contact with the woman who raised Lazer through 

Facebook, but unfortunately I haven't met her face-to-face as she 

couldn't make it to Leader Dog for the visit. 

 

New Online ADA Complaint Form 

The Department of Justice now has an online system for 

submitting ADA complaints. Visit www.ada.gov to access the form. 



You can also obtain a paper form to submit your complaint by mail 

by calling 1-800-514-0301 or for TTY 1-800-514-0383. They are 

no longer taking complaints via email. 

 

Circle of Life 

Births 

Calypso hosted by (Rhonda Morris) x Clipper hosted by (Carol 

Heidl) - 7 Labradors 

Gracie hosted by (Marjorie Frazier) x Huron hosted by (Robert 

Young) - 2 Labradors 

Holly hosted by (Carol Beavnier) x Bravo hosted by (Delmarie 

Ehresman) - 5 Labrador/golden 

Chime hosted by (Janet Miller) x Gatsby hosted by (Michael Bond) 

- 6 Labradors 

Spinner hosted by (Paula and Gary King) x Ryder hosted by 

(Robin Biebuyck) - 6 Labradors 

Serene hosted by (Elaine and John Berkheiser) x Rodeo hosted by 

(Mary Ann Grutza) - 8 Labradors 

Sandi hosted by (Lesa Mignot) x Sergeant hosted by (Amy 

Schuster) - 5 Labradors 

Krista hosted by (Jeff DeHerder) x Bravo hosted by (Delmarie 

Ehresman) - 8 golden retrievers 

Emma hosted by (Kathey Whitaker) x Gatsby hosted by (Michael 

Bond) - 8 golden/Labrador 



Delta hosted by (Robbin Uchida) x Shadow hosted by (Faye Arndt) 

- 7 Labradors 

Gracie hosted by (Christine Donovan) x Shaq hosted by (Anne 

Mitchell) - 6 Labradors 

Faithful hosted by (Carol Bolterstein) x Gundy hosted by 

(Marianne Fish) - 8 Labradors 

Maizy hosted by (Gina Watkins) x Tug hosted by (David Creech) - 

3 Labradors 

Zoey hosted by (Chris Stauffer) x Wally hosted by (Tammy Bartz) 

- 8 Labradors 

Edie hosted by (Jill Woods) x Benson hosted by (Keith McGregor) - 

5 Labradors 

Lucy hosted by (Dotty Hall) x Tom hosted by (Wendy Miechiels) - 

5 Labradors 

Emma hosted by (Susan Kessel) x Huron hosted by (Robert 

Young) - 5 Labradors 

Lucy hosted by (Anne Ritchie) x Ollie hosted by (Jackie Raffler) - 4 

Labradors 

Cici hosted by (Vickie Smith) x Ozzy hosted by (Julie Smith) - 1 

Labrador 

Willow hosted by (Eydie Yemmans) x Rodeo hosted by (Mary Ann 

Grutza) - 4 Labradors 

Shimmer hosted by (Susan Nagy) x Ryder hosted by (Robin 

Biebuyck) - 4 Labradors 



Nanny hosted by (Lynda Elsas) x Gatsby hosted by (Michael Bond) 

- 6 Labradors 

Peace hosted by (John Maher) x Huron hosted by (Robert Young) 

- 8 Labradors 

Glory hosted by (Betsy and Bruce Hundley) x Kapten hosted by 

(Sherrill Platt) - 7 Labrador/golden 

Bella hosted by (Judy and Bob Kjellander) x Gatsby hosted by 

(Michael Bond) - 7 Labradors 

Willow hosted by (Cathie Tulikangas) x Harley hosted by (Jim 

Madaus) - 5 golden retrievers 

Kadie Jo hosted by (Patrick Dimmer) x Shaq hosted by (Anne 

Mitchell) - 6 Labradors 

Xaris hosted by (Lisa Sieger) x Rocket hosted by (Laura Deutsch) 

- 4 German shepherds 

Spice hosted by (Jody Best) x Tom hosted by (Wendy Miechiels) - 

5 Labradors 

Den hosted by (Dawn Gaden) x Miquel hosted by (Jeff DePorter) - 

6 Labradors 

Nelcie hosted by (Kristin Shively) x Shaq hosted by (Anne 

Mitchell) - 8 Labradors 

Piper hosted by (Laura Bandy) x Alphie hosted by (Geri Dunn) - 7 

Labrador/golden 

Raini hosted by (Penny Bateman) x Ollie hosted by (Jackie Raffler) 

- 9 Labradors 



Leeloo hosted by (Shirley Busack) x Blitz hosted by (Colleen 

Richards) - 1 Labrador 

 

Breeding Stock Retired 

Daphne – Sandra Bowers  

Glorify – Nina McFarlane  

Holly – Carol Beavnier 

Jade – Katie Titus 

Lucy – Dotty Hall  

Maggie – Carol Hutchins 

Sandi – Lesa Mignot 

Tia – Mary Westhoff 

 

Breeding Stock Deceased 

Breeze – Pamela Bannick 

Classy – Tracy Baughey 

Tula – Jeanne Holmes 

 

Leader Dogs Retired  

Beauregard - Donald Meacham 

Bethany Grace - Kenneth Borchardt 

Chance - William McCleary 

Cody - Alden Kirschner 

De De - Phyllis Collett 

Dieter - Mackenzie King 



Faith - Katlyn Kress 

Gayla - Enhamed “Daniel” Mohamed 

Gleam - Rodney Johns 

Hogan - Viviana Cordero Chavez 

Jack - Sebastian Lobo Marquez 

Jada - Abigail Bolling 

Jax - Mary Atwell 

Jeb - Sara Silvia Martinez Diaz 

Joker - Mario Mendez Reyes 

Kylie - Kandie Power 

Leo - Robert Hart 

Logan - Gary Schriver 

Marnie - Tammy Ader 

Mensch - Marc Roda 

Molly - Robert Tyndall 

Moses - Eric Lorenz 

Nikko - Lisa Hoskins 

Oscar - Michael Brown 

Polo - John McDonald 

Pryce - Nancy Seiden 

Pudge - Michael Whitt 

Sergeant Gunderson "Gundy" - Pauline Ulrey 

Star - Lucia Zamudio Salas 

Sterling - Carlos Vadala 

Ty - Thomas Lemieux 



Leader Dogs Deceased 

Ace - Jose Amaya 

Annie - Sean Fitzpatrick 

Bliss - Phyllis Magbanua 

Blossom - Florence Brogdon-Fresh 

Chance - William McClearly 

Deena - Nancy Kukulka 

Delilah - Jennie Facer 

Dinah - Anne Stokes 

Disney - Linda McLane 

Harris - William Stanford 

Koda - Betty Maass 

Lexi - Karen Park 

Maddie - Josephine Wielechowski 

Maisy - Marta Ramila Herrero 

Major - Lorene Warrick 

Margo - Bonita Gunsolley 

Mason - Sandra Penn 

Missy - Frank Ryan 

Murphi - Donna Fogle 

Mya - Karen Smith 

Nino - Kenneth Rape 

Obediah - Jerry Manter 

Pryce - Nancy Seiden 

Ranger - Tom Silverthorn 



Rebound - Tonia Clayton 

Roman - David Reierson 

Roulette - Barbara Wolbers 

Solace - Placido Tova Campos 

Sunny - Edward Luebken 

Trev - Debra Whitt 

Whitney - Anita Nelson 

 

Classes (note: GDMI is Guide Dog Mobility Instructor) 

 

Class 15-09 

GDMI Jill Vani and Apprentice GDMI Tina Goedetier; Guy Huard 

and Moby, lab/golden retriever (puppy raisers: Mike and Sue 

Norton); Julie Curtis and Pepper, lab/golden retriever (puppy 

raiser: Michael Cosper); Charles Brown and Bernie, black lab 

(puppy raiser: Kristin Shively); Thomas Frank and Bear, black lab 

(puppy raiser: Baraga Correctional Facility) 

 

GDMI Carrie Pryce; Marina Rojas Sepulveda and Boston, chocolate 

lab (puppy raisers: Jack and Elisabeth Lindsay); Abel Arcas Ruiz 

and Copo, black lab (puppy raiser: Baraga Correctional Facility); 

Elizabeth Albalat Murillo and Baker, lab/golden retriever (puppy 

raisers: Ron and Karen Sharp); Miguel Garcia Fernandez and 

Gladys, black lab (puppy raiser: Kelly Williams); Maria Elena 



Gomez Marco and Ashley, black lab (puppy raiser: Chippewa 

Correctional Facility) 

 

GDMI Denise Atler; Timothy Boszor and Quantum, lab/golden 

retriever (puppy raiser: Sanger B Powers Correctional Facility); 

Abigail Karow and Otter V, black lab (puppy raiser: Darwin 

Cobeen); Richard Villa and Revere, lab/golden retriever (puppy 

raiser: Amy Stearns) 

 

GDMI Randy Horn; Pamela Bowerman and Tally, yellow lab 

(puppy raiser: Colleen McKay) 

 

Home delivery: Chad Foster and Sawyer, German shepherd 

(puppy raiser: Jennifer Ladd) 

 

Class 15-10 

Deaf-Blind GDMI Jenny Sanderson, Deaf-Blind Apprentice GDMI 

Sarah Duyck; Deborah Wright and Sophie, golden retriever 

(puppy raiser: Cindy Hesselbein); Jia Fei Reeves and Cruzer, 

yellow lab (puppy raisers: Mike & Tracy Zeckmeister); John 

Romish and Johnny, yellow lab (puppy raisers: Nancy and Rocco 

Corsetti); Nancy Seiden and Sasha, golden retriever (puppy 

raiser: Carol Beavnier); Susan Smith and Teddy, yellow lab 

(puppy raiser: Edwin Vangundy) 



Class 15-11 

GDMI Catherine Palid; Amber Price and Ally, lab/golden retriever 

(puppy raiser: Cynthia Beard); Tamar Solomon and Penny, 

German shepherd (puppy raiser: Renee Medley); Katlyn Kress and 

Rockett, black lab (puppy raiser: Mary Ann Grutza) 

 

GDMI Debbie Komondy; Josh Foreman and Pippa, lab/golden 

retriever (puppy raiser: Royce Imhoff); Michael Winstead-Nash 

and Topper, black lab (puppy raiser: Matthew Tandy); Kyla Miller 

and Winter, lab/golden retriever (puppy raiser: Teri Tommet) 

 

GDMI Kevin Ihrke; Lucia Zamudio Salas and Sadie, yellow lab 

(puppy raiser: David Keegan); Viviana Cordero Chavez and 

Wubba, black lab (puppy raiser: Tim Walker); Laura Lucero 

Marquez Noguera and Kyler, black lab (puppy raiser: Jay Miller); 

Sabastian Lobo Marquez and Everest, yellow lab (puppy raiser: 

Heather Bruce) 

 

GDMI Rebecca Radtke; David Stirnemann and Ebony, black lab 

(puppy raisers: Kim and Diane Wills); Robert Gulledge and 

Dakota, black lab (puppy raiser: Justin Van Noort); Rachel 

Newland and Milano, black lab (puppy raiser: Stephanie Gornick) 

 

Apprentice GMDI Lauren Brady; Michelle Haycraft and Maizey, 

black lab (puppy raiser: Karen Gasior); Stephanie Flynt and Nala, 



lab/golden retriever (puppy raiser: Esther Brandel); Kandie Power 

and Echo, golden retriever (puppy raiser: Karen Voss) 

 

Class 16-01 

GDMI Jessica Bimmerman; Matthew Yeater and Gunner, German 

shepherd (puppy raiser: Stanley Hoover) 

 

GDMI Katie Wattles; Linda Baumeister and Mack (Matrix), black 

lab (puppy raiser: Allen Huenefeld); Greg Hammond and Ella 

German shepherd (puppy raiser: Lori Shaw); Michael Whitt and 

Vern, black lab (puppy raiser: Thomas Mann) 

 

GDMI Paul Meister; Jeremy Westover and Athena, black lab 

(puppy raiser: Linda Blauet); Robert Tyndall and Emma, black lab 

(puppy raiser: Suzanne Ramos) 

 

GDMI Sue Hackman; Timothy Smitley and Brandy, golden/lab 

(puppy raiser: Heike Krause); David Chase and Shadow, black lab 

(puppy raiser: Jeffrey Schafer); Hannah Kleinschmidt and Tessa 

black lab (puppy raiser: James Dorsey); Daisy Soto and Zita, 

yellow lab (puppy raiser: Joanne & Harry Onderwater) 

 

Apprentice GDMI Ashley Ayers; Michelle Haycraft and Maizey, 

black lab (puppy raiser: Karen Gasior); Dawn Rudolph and Lady, 

black lab (puppy raiser: Kevin Voyna); Ronda Del Boccio and 



Jemma, golden (puppy raiser: Dick Spence); Otto Jespersen and 

Zoey, yellow lab (puppy raiser: Kathleen Feldt) 

 

Home deliveries:  Mary Atwell and George, golden (puppy raiser: 

Carol Mola); Bonita Gunsolley and Edie, black lab (puppy raiser: 

Chance Weaver); Kimberly Morris and Blake, golden (puppy 

raisers: Joseph & Trudy Nowak) 

 

Class 16-02 

Apprentice GDMI Kathryn Roberts; Amy Chevalier and Ember, 

yellow lab (puppy raiser: Beverly Kramer) 

 

GDMI Linda Fisher; Renee Greyeyes and Reid, golden (puppy 

raiser: Tobin McKenzie); Gloria LePors and Toby, black lab (puppy 

raiser: Matthew Brown); Stephan Baker and Lacy, yellow lab 

(puppy raiser: Donna Davis) 

 

Apprentice GDMI Alyssa Ozrovitz; Arlene Dull and Wilson, yellow 

lab (puppy raiser: Tracie Thompson); Alfreda Robinson and 

Simba, black lab (puppy raiser: Paul Wagner); Tyra Whickum and 

Sadie, yellow lab (puppy raisers: Dave & Susan Beggs); Jimmy 

Trimble and Conners (Connie), black lab (puppy raiser: Justin 

Robuck) 

 



GDMI Phil Griffin, GDMI Bryan Young; Maria Morente Rosal and 

Pepper, black lab (puppy raiser: Keith Bruns); Miguel Diez Garcia 

and Copley, yellow lab (puppy raiser: Andrea Rourke); Lluis Oltra 

Benavent and Twinkle, yellow lab (puppy raisers: Jo-Ski & Allen 

Theiler); Clara Millan Jareno and Arthur, black lab (puppy raiser: 

Alana Schwartz) 

 

GDMI Christie Bane; David Holliday and Greta, yellow lab (puppy 

raiser: Peggy Johnson); Abigail Bolling and Cricket, black lab 

(puppy raiser: Amelia Jernigan); Eric Lorenz and Huxley, golden 

(puppy raisers: Tony & Linda Gimble); Kenneth Borst and Honor, 

black lab (puppy raiser: Brian Hyde) 

 

Home delivery:  Sandra Smith and Ariadne, black lab (puppy 

raiser: Jessica Troester) 

 

Contact Us by Phone, Email or Text 

Your first point of contact for assistance is always the client 

services department. You can reach them by calling 888-777-

5332, or email or text us at clientservices@leaderdog.org. 

 

Questions, Comments or Suggestions 

Please send them to UpdateEditor@leaderdog.org or call 888-777-

5332 ext. 1158. 


